ON THE SEMISIMPLICITY OF GROUP RINGS OF LINEAR GROUPS D. S. PASSMAN
In this paper we study the semisimplicity problem for group rings of linear groups. We prove the linear group analog of a result which constitutes part of the solution of the semisimplicity problem for solvable groups. Since all of the necessary group ring lemmas have appeared elsewhere, the work here is strictly group theoretic. We consider the possibility of a linear group being covered by a finite union of root sets of centralizer subgroups. Let K[G] denote the group ring of G over the field K. Probably the most fascinating and difficult question asked about this ring is when is it semisimple, that is when does its Jacobson radical JK [G] vanish. If K has characteristic 0, then by a result of Amitsur [1] JK [G] = 0 for all fields K which are not algebraic over the rationals and in all likelihood K [G] is always semisimple. Thus the real interest is now in characteristic p > 0. At this time there is not even a reasonable conjecture as to the answer here and so it is necessary and important that a large number of special cases be studied. So far the only nontrivial family of groups for which this problem has been solved is in fact the solvable groups, that is the groups of finite derived length. It appears that the next family of interest will be the linear groups since some interesting work in this direction has already appeared in [4] . In this paper we study the semisimplicity problem for linear groups.
Let G be a group and let H be a subgroup. We say that H has locally finite index in G and write [G: H] -l.f. if for all finitely generated subgroups S of G we have [S: Sf) H] < oo. We say that G is a J-group if G = A{G), that is if all conjugacy classes of G are finite. The result on solvable groups was proved in a series of three papers [3] , [2] , and [5] and is as follows. THEOREM. {Hampton, Passman, and Zalesskii.) 
Actually the required group ring lemmas have already been proved in [2] and [5] . The work here is strictly group theoretic. 1* Isolated subsets* Let G be a group and let if be a subgroup. We let VΈ = VΈ = {geG\g m eH for some integer m ^ 1} be the root set of H. Thus for example if H <\ G then VΉ corresponds to the set of torsion elements of G/H. Certainly \/Ή need not be a subgroup of G. We start by listing three trivial observations. LEMMA 
Let H, H u H 2 ,
, H k be subgroups of G. We have
LEMMA 2. Suppose G = \Jΐ V Hi with Hi <\ G. Then for some j 9 G = V Hj or equivalently G/Hj is torsion.
Proof. We proceed by induction on n, the case n -1 being clear. Suppose the result is true for n -1 and we consider n.
Given H u H 2 , , H n we define the parameter r of this situation to be the minimum number of IΓs whose intersection is equal to
Clearly r exists, r ^ n and we prove the n case by induction on the parameter r. Say the numbering is so We have therefore shown that HΊSU?"^^7 so VΊϊΓ S U? V^ and G = U? i/fl7 The result follows from the n -1 case.
This completes the r induction step and the n case is true for all r. Thus the lemma follows by induction on n. Now let G be a linear group so that GgL a for some field L and some integer u and we fix this notation throughout the remainder of this section. If H is a subgroup of G we let H denote its L-linear
span. Thus clearly H is a subalgebra of L u . We say that H is a pure subgroup of G if H = H Γ\ G and we let ^(G) denote the set of all such H. If He^(G)
we use dim if to denote the L-dimension of H. We list a number of trivial observations. LEMMA 
Let G be as above. (i) He^(G) if and only if H
(
ii) &(G) is closed under conjugation by G and arbitrary intersections. (iii) // H 19 H 2 e &>(G) and H, > H 2 then
Let if be a pure subgroup of G. We say that H is root reduced if VΊΓ s T/ΊSΓ U VΊΓ 2 u u for finitely many pure subgroups Hi of G implies that Hi^ H for some i. LEMMA 
Let He^(G).
Then 
Proof. Let H = C G (T).
Then clearly Gnΰ centralizes T so GΠHQ H and H is pure. If #e G then H 9 = C ff (Γ0 so certainly coreiϊ^ 0^ (5) where S= \J g z G T 9 . Let S denote the L-linear span of S. Then S is a finite dimensional Z/-vector space and G acts on S by conjugation. Since clearly core H = C G (S) we see that G/core £Γ is a linear group.
We now complete our group theoretic work. Proof. By the above lemma each H { is a pure subgroup of G and thus Lemma 5 implies that for some j, G/core H ό is torsion. Then again by the above lemma G/core H d is a periodic linear group and hence, as is well known, it is locally finite. Finally let S be a finitely generated subgroup of G. Then S(core il^/core H 3 is a finitely generated subgroup of G/core H ά so 
